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RE : Don't Complete SSNIT Pension Declaration 
Form - CLOGSAG Warns Members
The Management of Social Security and National Insurance Trust (SSNIT) has taken notice of 
the publication of a press release by CLOGSAG on the Ghana News Agency website on 17 
March  2021, and on other media outlets.

Management wishes to respond to the issues raised as follows:

1.        That in our quest to serve Members and Clients better, we assist Members of the Scheme 
to vet their SSNIT Statements of Account to ensure completeness and accuracy. Members 
may then attest to whether the Statements of Account are accurate or not by signing the 
appropriate documents.

2.        That if any inaccuracy is noticed, Members can draw the Trust’s attention for it to be 
rectified and indicate whether they want their benefits to be paid whilst the issues with 
the Statements are resolved later. Members may also exercise the right to wait for the 
anomalies to be corrected before their pensions are computed and paid. 

3.        That a Member, by attesting to the completeness and accuracy of the SSNIT Statement 
of Account to be used for the computation of the benefits, does not forfeit any rightfully 
earned benefits when additional financial information is retrieved for that person at a later 
date.

4.        That the said acceptance or attestation does not have anything to do with the payment of 
Past Credit and matters arising thereof.

We take this opportunity to assure all Contributors and Pensioners that SSNIT will at all times 
pay their benefits accurately and promptly as has always been done.
 
Finally, Members, Pensioners, Organised Labour and anyone who may have any grievance 
should not hesitate to contact Management for redress.

Issued by Management of SSNIT

For further details, kindly contact SSNIT on:

Toll Free: 0800 1100 94 (Vodafone only) 
Website: www.ssnit.org.gh 
Digital Address (Pension House): GA-107-4293 

Contact Centre: 0302 611 622  
Whatsapp and SMS (DG's off ice direct): 0500 003 050 
Email: contactcentre@ssnit.org.gh
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